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Models of the elastic, inelastic, and reactive collisions of energetic hydrogen ions, atoms, and molecules are
developed for predicting H� and H2 near-uv emission, H� Doppler profiles, and ion energy distributions for
low-pressure, low-current discharges in H2. The model is applied to spatially uniform electric field E to gas
density N ratios of 350 Td�E /N�45 kTd and 8�1019�Nd�10�1021 m−2, where d is the electrode
separation and 1 Td=10−21 V m2. Mean ion energies at the cathode are 5–1500 eV. Cross sections for H+,
H2

+, H3
+, H, H2, and excited H�n=3� collisions with H2 and reflection probabilities from electrodes are

updated and summarized. Spatial and energy distributions of ions and fast neutrals are calculated using a
“multibeam” technique. At the lower E /N and Nd, electron excitation of H� dominates near the anode.
Excitation of H� by fast H atoms near the cathode increases rapidly with pressure through a multistep reaction
sequence. At higher E /N, fast H atoms produced at the cathode surface excite much of the H�. The model
agrees with experimental spatial distributions of H� emission and Doppler profiles. Ion energy distributions
agree with experiments only for H2

+. Cross sections are derived for excitation of the near-uv continuum of H2

by H atoms.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The objectives of this paper are to provide detail and to
update our earlier model �1� of the spatial and spectral dis-
tribution of H� emission in low-current uniform-field dis-
charges in H2 for comparison with experiments reported
briefly �1� and in detail separately �2–4�. Because the com-
plexity of the ion-molecule-surface reaction scheme makes it
difficult to infer the important collision processes directly
from measurements, we are presenting the model before the
experiment. Known collision cross sections are summarized
and assumptions regarding unknown cross sections are speci-
fied. The model generally agrees well with experiments.

The study of very-low-current discharges makes possible
the determination and/or testing of volume and surface reac-
tion rate coefficients and probabilities under relatively simple
conditions. For these discharges, called “Townsend” or dark
discharges, Townsend’s model of an exponential growth of
ionization by an electron avalanche in a uniform electric field
is a good approximation �5–9�. At the lower current densities
space-charge electric fields are small and are neglected. As
the current density increases space charge is responsible for
the onset of nonlinear gas-ionization and electrode phenom-
ena that result in instabilities �8�. Such nonlinear phenomena
are more important at the higher current densities of glow
discharges, where space-charge-field effects greatly compli-
cate the models �5–7�. Evidence for the need to examine
low-current density discharges is the considerable confusion
regarding the proper application of basic data, such as colli-
sion cross sections for elastic scattering, charge transfer, and
momentum transfer, in models of ion transport and gas heat-
ing caused by ions and neutral atoms in the cathode region
�10�.

The complexity of models of hydrogen discharges has
increased with the recognition of the role of ion-molecule
reactions and of fast neutral species in the production of
electrons at the cathode and of photons in the gas �1,11–13�.
Also of importance for this paper are the conclusions as to
the roles of H3

+ ions �14–18� and of fast atoms

�11,13,15,19–21� in glow discharges. Some of the more im-
portant investigations for modeling purposes are as follows.

McClure and Granzow �22,23� modeled 80 kV discharges
and measured cross sections for 3–120 keV. Their model
considered only H+ and H2

+, but they measured cross sec-
tions for collisions of H3

+ with H2.
Hantzsche �11� and Emeleus and Coulter �13� modeled

light from cathode fall considering excitation by electrons
and hydrogen ions and neutrals. At high voltages �5 and 10
kV� and very-low pressures ��1 mTorr�, they attributed
most of the light to excitation by ions. The peak emission
near the cathode is attributed to the maximum in the electron
excitation cross section—a conclusion with which we dis-
agree. At 500 V and below and pd�0.2 Torr cm, they pre-
dicted that excitation by hydrogen ions and atoms is signifi-
cantly smaller than electron excitation.

Dexter et al. �14� used Monte Carlo techniques to develop
a self-consistent model of the abnormal hydrogen cathode
fall at an average E /N of �2.5 kTd and pdc=0.6 Torr cm,
where dc is the cathode fall thickness and 1 Td
=10−21 V m2. Using rather approximate cross sections for
ion-H2 collisions, they compared calculated and measured
energy distributions of H+, H2

+, and H3
+ at the cathode and

found fair agreement except at low energies. Some of the
disagreement is probably caused by their assumption of rapid
H++2H2→H3

++H2 reactions in spite of their low pressures
�24�.

Heim and Störi �15� modeled the sheath between the
negative glow of a hollow cathode and an energy analyzer
electrode versus extraction voltage �35–130 V, dc�3 mm,
and p�1 Torr�. They neglected angular scattering. In order
to fit to experiment, their model requires very small cross
sections ��10−20 m2� for breakup in H3

++H2 collisions—a
conclusion with which we will disagree.

Bretagne and co-workers �16,19–21� used Monte Carlo
and convective mathematical techniques to model the reac-
tions and drift of H+, H2

+, and H3
+ in uniform electric fields

for 10�E /N�600 Td. By fitting ion mobilities and ion en-
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ergy distributions, they determined energy-dependent mo-
mentum transfer and breakup cross sections for H3

++H2 col-
lisions. Of particular interest is their assumed differential
scattering cross section and resultant large contributions of
rotational and vibrational excitation to the effective momen-
tum transfer cross section for H++H2 collisions.

Early observations of Doppler broadening of H� in rf and
dc glow discharges by Cappelli et al. �25� and by Ayers and
Benesch �26� were followed by the measurements of line
profiles and spatial distributions by Barbeau and Jolly �12�,
Lavrov and Melinkov �27�, Radovanov et al. �28�, and Kon-
jević and co-workers �29�. Because of the spatially nonuni-
form electric fields, we will postpone the application of our
model to these experiments �30�. We briefly cite the relation
of the present work to H� emission from the outer planets
�31,32�, plasma fusion related devices �33,34�, and the “hy-
drino” question �35–38�.

The spatial dependencies and Doppler profiles for the H�

line emission observed by Petrović et al. �1� led to the pro-
posal that the excitation is the result of sequential reactions
that begin with electron impact ionization of H2 to produce
H2

+ and eventually produce H� excitation in fast H atom
collisions with H2. The measured H� Doppler profiles dem-
onstrated that the component of the Doppler profile emitted
by excited H�n=3� atoms approaching the cathode extends
to velocities corresponding to acceleration of H+ to the ap-
plied voltage, while the components of the Doppler profile
emitted by excited H atoms leaving the cathode are strongly
dependent on cathode material.

More recently, Stokic et al. �39� presented additional spa-
tial distributions of H� emission, with emphasis on the abso-
lute calibration of the emission and analysis of the ionization
and excitation by electrons. In the present series of papers,
we are concerned with the variation in the excitation of H�

and of the H2 near-uv continuum with electric field, gas den-
sity, and current density �2�; surface reflection models; the
improvement of collision cross sections �40�; comparisons of
the models of H� Doppler profiles with experiment �3�; and
the correlations of transient current and emission data with
our steady-state model �4�.

The cross sections for collisions with H2 used in our
model are reviewed in Sec. III. A more detailed discussion is
presented in Ref. �40�. The model for calculating the spa-
tially dependent emission is described in Sec. IV. The spa-
tially and energy-dependent results are used to calculate
Doppler profiles in Sec. V. Illustrative comparisons are made
with experiments.

II. OVERVIEW OF MODEL

Reactive collision processes of importance in the model
of this paper are shown in the schematic of Fig. 1. The ar-
rows show the reactive collision processes considered for the
ions and fast neutrals approaching the cathode at a high E /N
of 10 kTd �1� and at a low E /N of 350 Td. The numbers
associated with the reactions are number of reactions per
electron reaching the anode, i.e., they are the products of the
hydrogen species flux normalized to the electron flux at the
anode and the probability of reaction averaged over space

using the numerical solutions of Sec. IV. The numbers indi-
cating electrode and wall losses are normalized to the elec-
tron flux at the anode. Thus, these numbers in Fig. 1 are a
measure of the importance of each process. We do not show
numbers for elastic collisions and inelastic collisions �41� or
for the fast H atoms produced at the cathode and moving
toward the anode.

The diagrams of Fig. 1 show that at E /N of 10 kTd and
350 Td the H2

+ produced by electron impact on H2 reacts
with H2 to form H3

+ that is accelerated and breaks up to form
H2

+ or H++H or hits the wall. At the higher E /N the accel-
erated H2

+ can break up to form H++H. The accelerated H+

can charge transfer with H2 to produce fast H atoms that
excite H�. The fast H2

+ can also charge transfer with H2 to
produce fast H2 followed by excitation of some H�. At the
low E /N of 350 Td, the H3

+ mostly breaks up to form H+

and two H atoms. The accelerated H+ can undergo charge
transfer to form fast H. Our model says that the H� is excited
by fast H and, at high E /N, by fast H2. We next summarize
the cross-section data applicable for each reaction and for
elastic and inelastic scatterings.

III. COLLISION CROSS SECTIONS FOR MODEL

In this section, we show graphs and present brief discus-
sions of the cross sections for collisions of various ions and

FIG. 1. Schematic of reactive collision processes of importance
in our model of H� emission for �a� E /N=10 kTd and p
=0.14 Torr and �b� E /N=350 Td and p=0.80 Torr. The numbers
give the calculated number of reactions of a given type that occur in
the drift tube per electron reaching the anode. Arrows ending on
shaded boxes represent loss to the cathode. The width of the solid
arrows indicates the relative number of reactions. The light dashed
arrows indicate very slow reactions. This diagram is only for spe-
cies moving toward the cathode.
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neutral species with H2 and with relevant surfaces used in
our model. More detailed discussions of the sources of our
integral cross sections and some information on the associ-
ated differential cross sections are available �40�. Our present
cross-section set is significantly different than those of
Phelps �42�, Heim and Störi �15�, Šimko et al. �16�, Tabata
and Shirai �43�, and Bogaerts and Gijbels �44� that were
developed to describe discharges in drift tubes and glow dis-
charges. Our set also differs significantly from those of
Bhardwaj and Singhal �45�, Rego et al. �46�, Bisikalo and
Shematovich �47�, and Miller et al. �48� who have proposed
sets for analysis of the role of hydrogen ion and atom exci-
tation of hydrogen emission in the atmospheres of the outer
planets. Our cross-section set differs considerably from the
experimental set of Okuno �49�. Inelastic cross sections for
collisions among hydrogen ions and neutrals of interest in
fusion plasmas �50�, with emphasis on the theory for various
vibrationally excited states, have recently been reviewed in
an unpublished report by Janev et al. �51�

Some of the graphs presented here are from analytical fits
to tabulations in Ref. �42�. Phelps �40,42� and Bogaerts and
Gijbels �44� discussed the then available data sources, so that
we will emphasize the new references. We have not reexam-
ined the near thermal cross sections discussed in Ref. �42�.
All cross sections presented are in m2 and the kinetic ener-
gies cited are laboratory energies in eV. In this paper we do
not discuss electron-H2 cross sections but make use of ex-
perimental and empirical Townsend-type excitation and ion-
ization coefficients �52,53� �see Appendix A�. Collisions of
energetic species with electrons, ions, excited states, and dis-
sociation products are negligible at the low-current densities
of the drift tube and low-current density, cathode fall experi-
ments to which our model applies. Negative ions are as-
sumed to undergo collisional detachment very quickly for
conditions of interest to us and are not included in the model
�16,42�.

The cross sections presented here contain no explicit an-
gular scattering information because our model assumes that
the collision products continue to move in their original axial
direction. Thus, the multibeam model developed in Sec. IV
assumes that at the energies of importance the differential
cross sections are sharply peaked in the forward direction
�40�. The tendency for beamlike behavior is enhanced by the
rapid acceleration of the ions in the strong electric fields and
the persistence of velocity in heavy-particle collisions. Con-
sistent with this assumption, highly anisotropic ion energy
distributions in the direction of acceleration by the electric
field are obtained by Bretagne et al. �20� in spite of using
what appear to be unrealistically broad differential cross sec-
tions for ion scattering �40�.

We assume that the target H2 is in the ground vibrational
state. This condition is expected to be satisfied at the very-
low electrical power input for the drift-tube experiments by
our group �1–4�. The internal energy of newly formed
�54,55� H3

+ and the increase in internal energy of H2
+ and

H3
+ drifting in an electric field, such as found �56� for N2

+ in
He, have not been included in our model.

In the sections that follow, we use the identifier 1 for H+,
2 for H2

+, 3 for H3
+, A for H atoms, and M for fast H2. All of

these species are represented by beams approaching the cath-

ode. The symbol R is used for H atoms leaving the cathode.
The products of collisional reactions are further identified by
a prefix f for fast, i.e., the product has a significant fraction
of the initial projectile velocity, and s for slow, i.e., the prod-
uct is effectively at rest in the laboratory frame. For example,
f1 indicated that the product H+ continues moving in the
direction of the projectile with a non-negligible kinetic en-
ergy dependent on the reaction.

A. Cross sections for H++H2

Our cross-section set for H++H2 collisions is shown in
Fig. 2. The momentum transfer or diffusion cross section
Q1

f1��� for H+ is indicated by the solid curve. As discussed in
Sec. IV A, this collision produces H+ that has lost
2mM / �m+M�2=4 /9 of its initial energy. An important dif-
ference from the earlier cross-section set �42� is the adoption
of the sum of the elastic and inelastic cross sections for mo-
mentum transfer of Krstić and Schultz �57� for energies be-
low about �100 eV. At above 100 eV, we make a transition
to the values derived by Phelps �42� from measurements of
the total differential cross section of Stebbings and co-
workers �58�.

The cross sections of Fig. 2 differ rather importantly from
those of Šimko et al. �16� because of their assumption of
differential scattering cross sections for rotational and vibra-
tional excitation processes that are very much broader in
angle than those calculated by Krstić and Schultz �57�.

Another important change from our earlier recommenda-
tion �42� is the adoption of a cross section Q1

H� for the exci-
tation of H� by H+ at energies below �1 keV that is based
on scaling the measurements of Lyman � excitation by Van

FIG. 2. �Color online� Cross sections for collisions of H+ with
H2. The curves show the analytic approximations used in the model.
The classes of cross sections and their colors are momentum trans-
fer, red; energy loss functions, purple; reaction, blue; and excitation,
green. For clarity, the subscript and superscripts of Q in the text
become the first and second symbols in parentheses of the Q�x ,y�.
The short and long dashes for Q�1, f1� are from Refs. �42,57�,
respectively. The solid curve for the total momentum transfer cross
section Q�1, f1� is used in our model.
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Zyl et al. �59� to fit the measurements of H� by Williams et
al. �60� at above 1.5 keV. The resultant cross section is con-
sistent with the energy dependence, but not the magnitude,
found for H� excitation by Hess �61�. This change effectively
raises the threshold for H� excitation from our previous rec-
ommendation �42� and reduces the rate of excitation by H+

significantly at the lower E /N in Ref. �2�.
Our charge transfer cross section Q1

s2 for producing slow
H2

+ is unchanged from Ref. �42�. We neglect vibrational ex-
citation in these collisions, so that the energy of the fast H
atom produced is that of the incident H+.

Inelastic collisions appear in our equation for the distribu-
tion in ion energy and position through their contribution to
the momentum transfer cross section and through the con-
tinuous energy loss function �62� L1

in���. The loss function is
the sum of the products of energy loss and excitation or
ionization cross section. At energies above 1 keV, our L1

in���
increases so as to agree with theoretical “stopping power”
models and experiments �42�. In Fig. 2, L1

in��� is shown as a
purple dotted line. For comparison, we also show as a dashed
purple chain line the product of the energy loss to target
recoil and the momentum transfer cross section. We see that
the inelastic energy loss L1

in��� exceeds the recoil energy loss
at energies above about 20 eV. This behavior is typical of all
our cross-section sets, except for H2

++H2.
The ion mobility and mass spectrometer experiments of

Albritton et al. �17� and of Miller et al. �18� yield the three-
body rate coefficient for conversion of H+ ions to H3

+ ions
for E /N�20 Td. We adopt the assumption of Johnsen et al.
�24� that the three-body rate coefficient decreases with the
square root of the average H+ energy. This leads to a rate
coefficient that decreases with increasing E /N and our esti-
mate that less than 1% of the H+ ions are converted to H3

+ at
all E /N and pressures of the drift-tube experiments in Ref.
�2�. Contrary to Dexter et al. �14�, we neglect this process.

B. H++surface\reflected fast H

The fast H+ is assumed to be reflected from our thin-film
gold-palladium �AuPd� cathode as fast H with an energy and
angle integrated probability of escape RAu1

A��� given by scal-
ing in energy an empirical fit to calculations for tungsten by
Eckstein and Biersack �63�, using a theoretically predicted
energy scaling factor �64� of 1.08. Thus, we use

RAu1
A��� = 0.95�1 + �0.4/�1 + 1.08���2�−1�1

+ �1.08�/7��−0.15/�1 + �1.08�/30 000��1.35, �1�

where the subscript 1 refers to H+ and the superscript A
refers to the product fast H atom. For our graphite cathode,
we use a fit to calculations by Aratari and Eckstein �65� for
amorphous carbon of

Rgr1
A��� = 0.8�1 + �1.4/�1 + ���4�−1�1 + ��/5��−0.35�1

+ ��/3000��−1.15. �2�

We assume that the reflected H atoms are distributed uni-
formly in energy, so that their mean energy is 1/2 of the
initial kinetic energy. The uniform energy distribution is ap-
proximate agreement with a recent experiment and calcula-

tion �66�. We have not explored the effects of the nonuniform
distributions of reflected atom energies calculated to become
more peaked near the maximum available energy as the en-
ergy of the incident ion decreases �64,65�.

We use the very nearly cosine distribution per unit solid
angle of reflected atoms measured and calculated for a ran-
domly incident beam �64� that is assumed to apply for an
arbitrary angular distribution of incident ions and randomly
oriented surface crystallites �67� �see Sec. V A�. Reflection
as a positive or negative ion is neglected �68�.

C. Cross sections for H2
++H2

The cross-section set for H2
++H2 collisions is shown in

Fig. 3. These cross sections are assumed to be appropriate to
H2

+ in its ground vibrational state. Thus, we neglect any
vibrational excitation acquired by the H2

+ as it drifts through
the room temperature H2. Note that symmetric charge trans-
fer Q2

s2 is the only aspect of elastic scattering included in our
model of H2

++H2 collisions. This is because the polarization
or Langevin scattering at low energies appears to result in
H3

+ formation rather than elastic scattering �42�.
Our previously �42� recommended cross section Q2

H� for
H� excitation by H2

+ has been lowered drastically at energies
below about 1 keV. As for H+, the energy dependence now
follows the energy dependence �not magnitude� measured by
Hess �61�. The high energy portion is unchanged.

The cross section Q2
s3 for the formation of slow H3

+ by
proton transfer in H2

++H2 collisions from Table I in Ref.
�42� is unchanged. The potentially significant internal energy
�69� of the product H3

+ is not tracked in the present model.
Of particular interest for our model is the rapid drop in the
H3

+ formation cross section at H2
+ laboratory energies above

about 10 eV.
The symmetric charge transfer process Q2

s2 is assumed to
produce a zero energy H2

+ ion and a fast H2 molecule with
the velocity of the incident ion. We neglect any vibrational
excitation of the projectile, target, and products �69,70�; i.e.,
this assumed to be an elastic collision. Note that this cross

FIG. 3. �Color online� Cross sections for collisions of H2
+ with

H2. The Q�x ,y� notation is the same as for Fig. 2.
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section does not increase with decreasing energy at low en-
ergies as recommended in Ref. �51� �see Ref. �71��.

The total dissociative charge transfer cross section of
Table IV in Ref. �42� has been divided into equal parts, i.e.,
the same cross section Q2

s1 for the production of slow H+ as
the cross section Q2

f1 for fast H+ because we know of no
separate cross-section data. Our H� production results seem
insensitive to this division. In the first case, the products H+

and H are assumed to be produced by target dissociation and
to have negligible laboratory energy. The neutralized projec-
tile H2 is assumed to continue with negligible energy loss
and deflection. Because of their low energy, we neglect the H
atoms produced in these collisions. The second case is
treated as projectile dissociation, i.e., the H+ and H are as-
sumed to retain their initial velocities and the energy re-
quired for dissociation is neglected.

The continuous energy loss function L2
in��� for H2

+ colli-
sions with H2 is obtained by summing the products of the
energy loss and our previous recommended cross sections for
the various inelastic collisions �42�. This function is shown
in Fig. 3 as a dashed-dotted curve. In spite of considerable
uncertainty, it is seen to be negligible compared to the energy
loss in elastic collisions shown by the widely spaced dotted
curve. This is because elastic symmetric charge transfer col-
lisions of H2

+ with H2 occur with a large cross section and
result in thermal H2

+ and fast H2.

D. H2
++surface\2 fast H

The collision of fast H2
+ with the surface is modeled �65�

as that of a H+ atom and a H atom with half the energy of the
incident H2

+. The H atom and H+ ion are each reflected as a
H atom, with a probability given by Eq. �1� for a AuPd
surface or Eq. �2� for a graphite surface, and spread uni-
formly over the available energy. The assumed reflection ap-
pears to apply to within the large scatter of experimental data
�65� for H2

+ on Ni. We assume diffuse backscattering of the
H atoms, i.e., the same angular distribution as for H from H+.
The finding by Babkina et al. �66� that the contribution of
H2

+ to the reflected fast H flux is negligible compared to that
contributed by H+ suggests that this process will not be im-
portant in our model.

E. Cross sections for H3
++H2

Our cross-section set for H3
++H2 collisions shown in Fig.

4 is very different than that recommended in Ref. �42�. These
cross sections are also significantly different than those of
Heim and Störi �15�, who argued for negligible breakup of
H3

+ in collisions with H2 in their cathode sheath discharge.
We have attempted to assemble cross sections appropriate to
H3

+ ions that are thermally relaxed, e.g., we assume that the
�1.5 eV of internal energy resulting from the H2

++H2
→H3

+�+H reaction is rapidly dissipated in collisions with
ambient-temperature H2 �54�. We have no information as to
the vibrational “temperature” of the drifting H3

+ in our ap-
paratus or of reaction cross sections versus energy for vibra-
tionally excited H3

+.
The cross section for excitation of H�, Q3

H�, shown in Fig.
4, is a fit to the data of Williams et al. �60� at ��3 keV and

is assumed to decrease with energy below 1 keV in the same
manner �59,61� as for H+ and H2

+ excitation of H�. We in-
clude the energy loss from this excitation in our continuous
energy loss approximation when calculating H3

+ kinetics.
From extrapolation of the data of Williams et al. �60� to our
generally lower energies, we estimate �10% of the excita-
tion to be dissociative and produce isotropically directed
H�n=3� with kinetic energies of a few eV. The other �90%
is assumed to produce H�n=3� with the projectile velocity.

Collision induced dissociation of the H3
+ leading to fast

H+, fast H2, and slow H2 is shown as Q3
f1 in Fig. 4. For

laboratory energies from 7.3 to 200 eV this cross section is
that obtained by Peko and Champion �72�. At higher ener-
gies, our fit passes through the results of Williams and Dun-
bar �73�. This fit agrees with that of Janev et al. �51� for
energies below 20 eV but is somewhat smaller and has more
structure at higher energies. The threshold for this reaction
�72� in laboratory frame is 7.3 eV. The velocities of the H+

and H2 are assumed to be that of the projectile, e.g., the
kinetic energy of the H+ is 1/3 of that of the incident ion.

Collision induced dissociation of H3
+ leading to fast H2

+,
fast H, and slow H2 is shown as Q3

f2 in Fig. 4. This cross
section is that obtained by Peko and Champion �72� for prod-
uct ions with an axial energy of approximately 2/3 of the
energy of the incident ion. Our fit passes though the fast H2

+

results of McClure �23�. Our derived cross section for the
production of fast H2

+ is much larger than that of Šimko et
al. �16� below about 100 eV.

Charge transfer producing slow H2
+ and fast H3 followed

by dissociation of the fast H3 into H and H2, each with the
velocity of the projectile, is shown as Q3

s2 in Fig. 4 from
Peko and Champion �72�. The cross section has a threshold
of 11 eV in the laboratory. Our simplified model neglects the
vibrational and rotational levels of the products. Our cross
section is very different than that of Šimko et al. �16,74�,
especially at energies below 100 eV.

Proton transfer from H3
+ followed by H3

+ dissociation to
produce slow H+, slow H2, and fast H2, Q3

s2, is reaction �4b�
of Peko and Champion �72�. It is shown for H3

+ laboratory

FIG. 4. �Color online� Cross sections for collisions of H3
+ with

H2. The Q�x ,y� notation is the same as for Fig. 2.
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energies from the threshold of 15.5 eV �LAB� to 450 eV. At
higher energies we use the data of Huber et al. �75�, who
measured the slow H2

+ formation cross section at energies
from 300 to 1250 eV. Our cross section is very different than
that of Šimko et al. �16�, especially at energies below 40 eV.
The fast H2 is assumed to have the velocity of the projectile
or 2/3 of its energy.

The continuous energy loss function L3
in��� for H3

+ in H2
is obtained by summing the products of the excitation thresh-
olds for the various inelastic collisions and their cross sec-
tions. At energies above about 20 eV, this energy loss func-
tion is obtained by doubling the products of energy loss and
cross section for electronic excitation and ionization shown
in Ref. �42� to allow for unmeasured excitation. Below about
10 eV, this energy loss is based on the estimate discussed in
Sec. I for H+ ions. At H3

+ energies approaching 10 keV we
have increased L3

in��� so that it approaches 3�L1
in�� /	3�, as

suggested by measurements in solids at energies above 30
keV �76�. The predicted emission from our model is rela-
tively insensitive to the accuracy of this energy loss function
because of the larger elastic recoil energy loss at the low
energies and low E /N at which H3

+ reactions are important.

F. H3
++surface\3 fast H

We assume that on collision with the cathode the fast H3
+

dissociates into three fast H+ ions, each with an available
energy equals 1/3 of that of the incident H3

+ �64,65�. The
ions are neutralized and the energy of each of the reflected
atoms is spread uniformly over the available energy with the
same probability as a H+ ion discussed above. These values
are typical of measurements for H3

+ on Ni when scaled for
target mass �65� �see Sec. IV�. We assume the same angular
distribution of backscattered atoms as for H from H+.

G. Cross sections for H+H2

Our cross-section set for H+H2 collisions is shown in Fig.
5. Most of the cross sections for collisions of H with H2 are

fits to the data of Fig. 8 and Table VIII in Ref. �42�. The
accuracy of the analytical fits is 	10%. Because of their
small cross sections, we neglect various ionization and nega-
tive ion formation processes �42�.

Our fit to the cross section for the excitation of the H� line
in the absence of collisional quenching, electric field level
mixing, and absorption of the Lyman 
 line as measured by
Van Zyl et al. �77� is treated as the reference cross section for
our model. Because this energy loss is included in our energy
loss function for H atoms, this loss does not appear sepa-
rately in our multibeam calculation of H atom kinetics. An
important aspect of the excitation of H� by H atoms is the
observation �60� of a division of the excitation into projectile
excitation of H atoms with the incident atom velocity and
target excitation of H2 followed by dissociation to produce
H� with less than about 10 eV. The measured fraction of the
H+H2 collisions that produce target excitation varies from
�10% at 2 keV to �40% at 15 keV �60�. We adopt the value
of 10%.

We have found no cross-section data on the excitation of
the near-uv bands of H2 by H atoms, although its production
by “kanal” rays, i.e., ions, atoms, and molecules passing
through a hole in the cathode, has been observed �78�. Simi-
larly, we have found no information on the excitation of the
far-uv bands of H2 by H atoms. Our choice of excitation
cross section to fit the observed emission of the H2�a3��
continuum is shown in Fig. 5 as QA

uv. Note the relatively
large cross section that peaks at relatively low energies com-
pared to that for H� excitation in H+H2 collisions. This be-
havior suggests favorable potential curve crossings for the
excited H3 molecule.

Our model utilizes the diffusion �momentum transfer�
cross section QA�fA� shown by the solid curve in Fig. 5 to
calculate the energy loss in elastic collisions. From Eq. �7� of
Sec. IV A, elastic scattering of H atoms results in a fractional
energy loss of 4/9 of the laboratory energy of the incident H
atom, where the �1−cos �� factor is included in the diffusion
cross section. Krstić and Schultz �57� found that vibrational
excitation makes a very significant contribution to the diffu-
sion cross section �solid� at energies above �30 eV. As dis-
cussed for H+ in Sec. III A, at the higher energies we make a
gradual transition to the recommendation of Phelps �42�
shown by the solid curve.

The continuous energy loss function LA
in representing the

effects of inelastic collisions for H in H2 is obtained by sum-
ming the products of the energy loss, assumed to be the
excitation thresholds, for the various inelastic collisions
times their cross sections. This function includes the contri-
bution of the far- and near-uv excitation processes. The re-
sultant energy loss function oscillates 	20% about our ana-
lytic approximation to LA

in shown.
The collisional quenching of the H� state by H2 has been

measured by a number of authors with widely divergent re-
sults �79–84�. Complications in analyzing such data include
�a� uncertainties in the relative excitation cross sections for
the various fine structure levels and �b� the very significant
electric field mixing �85� of the fine structure levels of the
n=3 and higher levels at our electric field strengths of 25–
450 V/cm. We will treat the effective quenching rate coeffi-
cient as an unknown constant rate coefficient to be deter-
mined from our experiments �2�.

FIG. 5. �Color online� Cross sections for collisions of H atoms
with H2. The Q�x ,y� notation is the same as for Fig. 2.
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H. Reflection of fast H as fast H

We use the same backscattering function as for H+. The
uniform energy distribution is in approximate agreement
with a recent experiment and application of particle reflec-
tion codes �65,66�. We assume that the reflected H atoms
have the same angular distribution of velocities relative to
the normal to the cathode surface as for H from incident H+

�64�. Because we neglect the angular scattering in collisions
of H atoms with H2, velocities transverse to the electric field
arise from diffuse backscattering at the cathode. This as-
sumption also leads to an effective increase in the collisional
attenuation of the H atom flux normal to the cathode �see
Sec. IV�.

I. Loss of fast H at wall

In this section we estimate the effects of the loss of fast H
atoms at the side wall of the drift tube used in our experi-
ments �2–4�. We assume that the fast atoms are effectively
destroyed by striking this quartz wall �86�, although we have
found no directly relevant experiment or theory for quartz. In
this estimate, gas phase collisions are assumed infrequent.
For a diffuse source at the center of the cathode, the rate of
H� excitation S�z ,R ,�� by the H atom flux passing through a
disk of thickness �z and radius R located at a distance z
from the cathode is

S�z,R,�� = 

x=z

x=z+�z 

r=0

r=R

0���

��1/��2�cos �/��QA
H����N2�rdrdx

= 0���QA
H����N � z�1 − �z/R��1 + �z/R�2�−1/2�

� 0���QA
H����N � z exp�− 1.2z/R� for z/R � 2.

�3�

Here 0��� is the rate of H atom emission from the center of
the cathode, �= �x2+r2�1/2, cos � /� is the assumed normal-
ized angular distribution of H atoms per unit solid angle as a
function of the polar angle �, and QA

H����N is the rate of
production of H� atoms per unit distance in the electric field
direction. The angular distribution of the H atoms is dis-
cussed further in Sec. V.

A similar dependence on z is obtained for a diffuse source
located at outer edge of the cathode at the wall. We will take
advantage of the approximate exponential behavior and ap-
proximate the wall loss as a volume loss process for the H
atoms. Thus, the wall loss can be simulated approximately
by a flux attenuation coefficient of 1.2 /R for our d /R�2.
Because of possible fast atom reflection, this is an upper
limit to the loss of H atoms leaving the cathode �2�. We have
not applied this approximate wall loss to the fast H atoms or
ions moving toward the cathode because of their production
nearer the cathode. However, our later assumption of a co-
sine law for the angular distribution of excited H atoms ap-
proaching the cathode suggests that wall loses for these at-
oms should be reconsidered.

J. Cross sections for H2+H2

Our limited cross-section set for H2+H2 collisions is
shown in Fig. 6. The momentum transfer cross section for H2
molecules in their ground state with H2 is a fit to the data in
Ref. �42�. As will be discussed in Sec. IV A, this process
results in a fractional energy loss of 1/2 the initial laboratory
energy of the H2 per momentum transfer collision. We ne-
glect the contribution of rotational excitation and vibrational
excitation to momentum transfer scattering QM

fM because we
have no relevant cross-section data. Our model neglects vari-
ous positive and negative ion formation processes involving
fast H2 molecules �42�.

The continuous energy loss function LM
in for H2 in H2 is

obtained by summing the products of the excitation thresh-
olds and their cross sections from Ref. �42�. Because of the
large uncertainties and multiple small fluctuations in this
function, we have fit the sum only to 	20% at energies
above 20 eV and 	40% for energies from 2 to 20 eV. This
fitted energy loss does not include the unknown Lyman �
excitation.

The only experimental cross-section data we have found
for the excitation of H� by H2 is for 10 keV and higher �87�.
From the comparison with experiment �2�, we conclude that
the extrapolation of the high energy data to threshold recom-
mended in Ref. �42� is much too large. Our suggested cross
section QM

H� gives a noticeable contribution to the Doppler
profile of Sec. V. We assume that this dissociative excitation
produces a H�n=3� atom and a H�n=1� atom with each hav-
ing half the projectile energy and no deflection. One reason
for including this excitation process is the apparent impor-
tance in the excitation by fast N2 in high E /N experiments
with N2 �88�.

The destruction of fast H2 in collisions with H2 is as-
sumed to have the cross section given in Ref. �42� for ener-
gies above 2.5 keV. These dissociation collisions are as-
sumed to result in two H atoms, each with the velocity of the
incident H2 molecule. At lower energies, we have lowered
the extrapolated cross section from Ref. �42� to approach the

FIG. 6. �Color online� Cross sections for collisions of H2 with
H2. The Q�x ,y� notation is the same as for Fig. 2.
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new cross section for H�n=3� excitation and to improve the
fit of the model to the H� Doppler profile discussed in Sec.
V.

K. Reflection of fast H2 as two H atoms

We use the same backscattering function as for H2
+. We

assume that the reflected H atoms have the same angular
distribution as for H from H+. We assume a uniform distri-
bution of H atom energies from zero to half the incident H2

+

energy.

IV. CALCULATION OF ION AND NEUTRAL
PARTICLE FLUXES

In this section we outline the procedure used to calculate
the spatial and energy distributions of the ions and neutral
species. The model results are then used to obtain the spatial
distribution of H� emission for comparison with data �2�. We
also compare our model results for the ion-flux energy dis-
tribution at the cathode with published experiments and
models �19,20,89�. In Sec. V, we will use these results to
calculate H� Doppler line profiles for comparison with ex-
periment �3�.

A. Flux equations

The equations governing the flow of charged and fast neu-
tral particles are illustrated by writing out the multibeam
equations for H+ ions moving toward the cathode. Our deri-
vation follows that for electrons in Ref. �90�. The corre-
sponding equations for H2

+�toward�, H3
+�toward�, H�to-

ward�, H�n=3��toward�, H2, H�away�, and H�n=3��away�
are formulated using the cross sections given in Sec. III.

We begin by writing the Boltzmann equation �90� in the
one-dimensional laboratory frame for the velocity distribu-
tion f1�z ,� ,v� for the H+ ion, labeled 1, at position z with a
speed v and a velocity polar angle � in the form

� f1�z,�,v�/�t + �zvzf1�z,�,v� + a�vf1�z,�,v�

= − �
k

2�vNf1�z,�,v�

�=0

�

Ik�v,��sin �d�

+ �
k

2�v

��=0

�

Ik�v�,��Nf1�z,��,v��

�sin ���v�/v�2�dv�/dv�d��, �4�

where the first term is zero in our steady-state model. The
second term is the flow in coordinate space. The third term is
the flow in velocity space, where a=eE /mi is the accelera-
tion, e is the electron charge, E is the spatially uniform elec-
tric field, and mi is the ion mass. The first term on the right-
hand side is the sum over the rates of loss of species i to a
lower velocity resulting from elastic or inelastic collisions or
to another species by reactive collisions. The second term is
the sum of the rates of gain from higher velocities by elastic
and inelastic collisions and gain by reactions. Ik�v ,�� is the
differential cross section for the k� th elastic or inelastic pro-
cess or ion-molecule reaction, � is the scattering angle in

center of mass, and the summations are over all collision
processes.

We next take the first moment in the field direction and
make the substitution �90�

vzf i�z,vz� = Ji�z,vz���v − vz�����/�2�v2 sin �� , �5�

where Ji�z ,vz� is the flux velocity distribution, vz is the field
directed component of velocity, and ��x� is the Dirac delta
function at x=0. A change in variable using mivz

2 /2=�z gives

� ji�z,�z�/�z + eE � ji�z,�z�/��z

= − �
i

Qk��z�Nji�z,�z� + �
i



�z=0

eEz

Qk��z��Nji�z,�z��d�z�/�z�,

�6�

where ji�z ,�z� is the flux energy distribution. This equation
says that the ions move toward the cathode at constant total
energy between collisions. For the neutral atoms and mol-
ecules the electric field term representing acceleration is zero
and these particles move toward or away from the cathode at
constant kinetic energy between collisions. We assume that
there is a negligible flux of ions and fast atoms leaving the
anode �91�.

We now consider the contribution of elastic collisions to
the summations in Eq. �6�. Elastic collisions reduce the pro-
jectile ion or neutral energy by the recoil energy given to the
target H2 molecule. This energy is given by �92,93�

�� = �2mM/�m + M�2���1 − cos �� , �7�

where m and M are the masses of the projectile and target
and � is the scattering angle in the center of mass �93�. We
note that the angular dependence is that which defines the
diffusion or momentum transfer cross section and so use this
cross section in our model. In the case of inelastic collisions,
we use the momentum transfer weighted cross section for the
recoil portion of the energy loss. The change in internal en-
ergy of the colliding species is included in the model by use
of the “continuous energy loss” approximation �62�, i.e., the
sum of the excitation energies times the corresponding angu-
lar integrated or “total” excitation cross section. The error
introduced by this approximation is reduced by the small
magnitude of the excitation energies compared to the typical
projectile energy, as for rotational and vibrational excitation,
and by the slow increase in most heavy-particle cross sec-
tions above threshold.

The numerical scheme for calculating the spatial and en-
ergy distributions of the fluxes utilizes the multibeam ap-
proximation �15,94,95� to describe the fluxes of H+, H2

+,
H3

+, H and H2 moving toward the cathode, and H moving
away from the cathode. The kinetic energy space is divided
into a number of equal energy intervals each represented by
a beam equation similar to that of Eq. �5�. We use a finite
difference technique to write coupled algebraic equations
�15�, derived from equations such as Eq. �6�, for the distri-
bution in space of our six heavy-particle species. Collisions
result in flow only downward in total energy �kinetic plus
potential�. Therefore, we start at the highest total energy and
then consider the next lower total energy. Our simplified col-
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lision and transport model allows one to separate the equa-
tions for the ions, atoms, and molecules moving toward the
cathode from the equations for the fast atoms moving away
from the cathode.

For most of the calculations, we have used a fluid model
to calculate the electron behavior assuming the empirical
spatially independent ionization and excitation coefficients
from Appendix A. The ionization coefficient calculated for
electrons using the two-term Boltzmann equation works well
for E /N�350 Td, but data discussed in Appendix A show
that it is in error by a factor of about 2.5 for E /N=10 kTd.
We use an empirical electron ionization coefficient deter-
mined initially from current-growth experiments �4� and fine
tuned to fit the emission data in Ref. �2�. Empirically, appli-
cation of our multibeam model to electrons is found to work
satisfactorily at E /N of 350 Td and 10 kTd �4�, but we have
not investigated its general usefulness.

For the calculations reported in this paper, we have as-
sumed that the lifetimes of the H�n=3� state ��1�10−8 s
from Refs. �85,96�� and the H2�a3�� state �1�10−8 s from
Ref. �97�� are short enough so that the excited atoms and
molecules do not move significantly before radiation �see
Appendix B for a more detailed discussion�. The scheme for
determining the effective quenching coefficient for the ex-
cited H�n=3� atoms is described in Ref. �2�. The calculated
results for a very high E /N of 10 kTd and for one of our
lower E /N of 350 Td are discussed next. More extensive
comparisons of our predictions with experiment are given in
Ref. �2�.

B. 10 kTd model results

Figure 7�a� shows calculated steady-state fluxes of H+,
H2

+, H3
+, fast H atoms, and fast H2 as a function of distance

from the cathode for E /N of 10 kTd and a hydrogen pressure
of 0.14 Torr. These fluxes are normalized to unit electron flux
at the anode. The small ��3%� departure of the sum of the
fluxes of charged particles in Fig. 7 from unity at the cathode
provides a measure of the accuracy of our numerical calcu-
lation. The reaction rate balances for production and loss of
each of the ionic species in Fig. 1�a� are also indicative of
reasonable calculation accuracy. The neutral particle rate bal-
ances are more difficult to interpret because of the build up
of inactive H atoms and H2 molecules in the lowest energy
bin. We note the delay in build up of the ion fluxes moving
away from the anode in the order indicated in the reaction
sequence of Fig. 1, e.g., the H2

+ is followed by H3
+ and then

H+. The H atom flux moving toward the cathode quickly
exceeds the H+ flux by a large factor. The near constancy of
ratios of the three ion-flux curves toward the cathode is in-
dicative of a quasiequilibrium maintained by reactions
among the three ions.

Particularly relevant for this paper is the comparison of
calculated and measured H� emission versus position in Fig.
7�b� for E /N=10 kTd. The measured values are those pub-
lished in Fig. 2 in Ref. �1� and described in Ref. �2�. The
calculated values are obtained by multiplying the normalized
fast particle flux densities per unit energy shown in Fig. 7�b�
by the respective excitation cross sections from Sec. III and

the fraction of the H�n=3� atoms that radiate before being
collisionally quenched �2�. The results are integrated over
energy to give an effective excitation cross section versus
position. Figure 7�b� shows that most of the observed H�
excitation is produced by collision of fast H atoms with H2.
For our conditions this excitation is dominated by fast atoms
reflected from the cathode. Excitation by electrons becomes
significant near the anode. Further tests of predicted spatially
dependent emission are possible when using the transient H�

emission to separate the prompt electron and delayed heavy-
particle induced excitation �4�.

The numbers on the flow chart in Fig. 1�a� are indicative
of the relative importance of various reactions among the
ions and fast atoms for E /N=10 kTd. These numbers are
products of ion or atom flux times cross section times gas
density integrated over distance and are normalized to the
electron flux at the anode. As such, they are the numbers of
reactions of a specific type that occur per electron reaching
the anode or per unit charge crossing the gap. For example,
the number of 0.019 associated with the arrow from H to
H�n=3� in Fig. 1�a� is obtained by averaging the apparent
cross-section curve for excitation by fast H atoms in Fig.
7�b� and multiplying by the H2 density.

In the case of E /N=10 kTd, Fig. 1�a� shows that most of
the H� excitation by heavy particles is via fast H formed
from H+ produced in the breakup of the H2

+, although a
significant amount of H+ arises from breakup of the H3

+.
According to our fluid model, the flux of electrons grows
exponentially with distance from the cathode and leaves be-
hind a cloud of H2

+ ions that increases with distance from
zero at the anode. At the high mean energies of 380, 130, and
440 eV for H+, H2

+, and H3
+, comparable amounts of H2

+

FIG. 7. �Color online� �a� Calculated ion and neutral fluxes for
E /N=10 kTd and p=0.15 Torr versus distance from the cathode
for unit total charged particle flux. �b� Calculated �curves� and mea-
sured �points� spatial distributions of H� emission showing calcu-
lated contributions of excitation by various species.
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ions are converted to H3
+ ions �43%� and to H+ ions �20%�.

Some of the H3
+ breaks up, such that about 40% produce H+.

According to Fig. 1�a�, only about 2% of the charged par-
ticles crossing the drift space result in H� at an energy cost of
2 keV per charged particle.

C. 350 Td model results

Figure 8�a� shows calculated fluxes of H+, H2
+, H3

+, fast
H atoms, and fast H2 for E /N of 350 Td and a H2 pressure of
0.80 Torr. The H2

+ ions produced by the exponentially in-
creasing electron flux are quickly converted to H3

+ near the
anode because of the large cross section for conversion of
H2

+ to H3
+ at energies below 10 eV as shown in Fig. 3. Some

of the H3
+ breaks up to produce H+ and H2

+. The approach to
a quasiequilibrium among the ions is indicated by the near
constancy of their relative populations as they approach the
cathode. The fluxes of H atoms and H2 molecules approach-
ing the cathode shown include large contributions of low
energy particles that are not reactive. We have not shown the
virtually meaningless large total flux of H atoms moving
toward the anode and containing a large component at low
energies. The small departure ��3%� of the total ion flux
from unity is a measure of the accuracy of our numerical
calculation.

Figure 8�b� shows calculated and measured spatial distri-
butions of H� emission for E /N of 350 Td. The calculated
values are obtained as described in Sec. IV B. The measured
values are from Refs. �2,98�. Figure 8�b� shows that the spa-
tial dependence of emission is dominated by electron impact
excitation except near the cathode �99�. This figure shows

that again the heavy-particle excitation is produced by fast H
atoms either approaching the cathode or reflected from the
cathode. Some of the H3

+ break up to produce H+, followed
by fast H and finally by H�n=3�. This reaction and accelera-
tion chain results in a build up of heavy-particle excitation of
H� emission that varies as a high power of distance from the
anode. Similarly, the multiple step reaction sequence fol-
lowed by H atom induced H� excitation results in emission
near the cathode that increases rapidly with pressure. Ex-
amples of this behavior are presented in Ref. �2�.

In the case of E /N=350 Td, Fig. 1�b� again shows that
most of the H� excitation by heavy particles is via fast H
formed by charge transfer from H+. This H+ is produced
principally by the breakup of H3

+ rather than the breakup of
the H2

+ as occurs for E /N=10 kTd. Note that in spite of the
significant fraction of the H atoms produced from H3

+

breakup, the low energies of the H3
+ means that these H

atoms have low energies and are relatively ineffective in ex-
citation of H�.

D. Ion energy distributions

Figure 9 show a comparison of our calculated energy dis-
tributions for the fluxes of H+, H2

+, and H3
+ at the cathode

with the energy dependencies of the measurements of Rao
and co-workers �19,89� for E /N=1 kTd and various elec-
trode spacings of about 2 cm and an unstated pressure esti-
mated to be about 0.5 Torr. The shape of the calculated flux
energy distribution for H2

+ is in satisfactory agreement with
the experiment, but for H+ and H3

+ the agreement is poor.
The short dashed �black� curve for H2

+ is a limiting energy
dependence calculated under the assumption that only sym-
metric charge transfer collisions occur �100�. Attempts to
improve the fit of our model to the H+ and H3

+ data led to
unrealistically large momentum transfer cross sections Q1

f1���
and Q3

f3��� at energies in the 50–1000 eV range �101�. The
disagreement between our model and experiment �19� at
E /N=10 kTd is comparable with that at 1 kTd. We have no

FIG. 8. �Color online� �a� Calculated ion and neutral fluxes ver-
sus distance from the cathode for E /N=350 Td and p=0.8 Torr
for unit total charged particle flux. �b� Calculated �curves� and mea-
sured �points� spatial distributions of H� emission showing calcu-
lated contributions of excitation by various species.

FIG. 9. �Color online� Calculated �curves� and measured �points
from Ref. �89�� ion-flux energy distributions for E /N=1 kTd, p
=0.49 Torr, and d=2 cm.
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explanation for the discrepancy, but note that Rao et al. �100�
found that experiment and theory agree well for ions in their
parent gas. In these cases, symmetric charge transfer colli-
sions dominate and there is no persistence of ion velocity
after a collision so that the ion is more easily focused by the
electric fields.

The calculated ion-flux energy distributions are approxi-
mately independent of drift-tube length for energies below
about half the applied voltage, as observed experimentally
�89�. Experiments �89� and our model show that the high
energy tails of the H3

+ energy distributions become much
more noticeable at E /N above about 1 kTd, with these high
energy tails extending to near the applied voltage. This E /N
is approximately that at which our “single-beam” model
�102� of ion motion suggested ion “runaway.” �42� This tran-
sition is not noticeable for H+ and is not expected for H2

+

ions.

E. Ion fluxes at cathode

Our calculated energy-integrated fractional ion fluxes at
the cathode for H+, H2

+, and H3
+ versus E /N shown by the

solid curves are compared with experiment �17,19,89� in Fig.
10. These results show that the dominant ion changes from
H3

+ at low E /N to H+ at intermediate E /N and to H2
+ at high

E /N. The comparisons of Fig. 10 show that the differences
among calculated and measured fractions for H+ and H3

+ are
comparable with the large scatter in experimental data. The
best agreement between our calculations and experiment is
for the increasing fraction of H2

+ as E /N increases. Our
model predicts a H+ fraction decrease from 0.65 to 0.5 and a
corresponding increase in the H3

+ fraction for a pressure de-
crease from 0.27 to 0.12 Torr at E /N=1 kTd and d
=0.04 m. The effects of pressure are smaller at lower and
higher E /N. These changes are to be compared with the ob-
servation �19,89� of constant relative ion fluxes for an un-
specified change in pressure at fixed E /N.

The calculated ion-flux ratios at the cathode of Šimko et
al. �16� are indicated by the dashed lines of Fig. 10. These
results show the onset of H3

+ breakup and the buildup of H+

at about twice the E /N of our model. This trend is expected
from the delayed maxima in their H3

+ breakup cross sections
relative to those of Peko and Champion �72� used in our
model. Our calculations of Fig. 10 are consistent with the
observation by Fletcher and Blevin �103� of a large change in
secondary electron yield near E /N�300 Td and an increase
in the fractional H+ ion flux with increasing E /N. Our model
suggests that fast H atoms approaching the cathode after pro-
duction by H+ charge transfer collisions with H2 may be
significant source of secondary electrons �21,104� at the
cathode in the experiments of Fletcher and Blevin.

V. MODEL OF DOPPLER PROFILE

In this section we calculate the Doppler profiles expected
on the basis of the kinetics model developed in Sec. IV and
compare the calculated profile with an experimental profile
from Ref. �1�. We discuss the differences in profiles expected
when observed parallel and perpendicular to the electric
field.

A. Calculation of Doppler profile

The model described in Sec. IV A yields the positions and
energies of the ions and fast atoms but gives no information
as to the angular distributions of the H�n=3� atoms required
for calculations of Doppler profiles. Instead, we adapt angu-
lar distributions from models of H+ and H atom scattering at
surfaces �64� so as to fit the present model to the measured
H� Doppler profile. The maximum H� line splitting �85�
caused by the applied electric field ��500 V /cm� is less
than 10% of the instrumental resolution in our experiments
and will be neglected. The collisional Stark broadening cal-
culated by extrapolating the theory in Ref. �105� to the ion
densities ��106 cm−3� calculated for drift-tube discharges is
completely negligible. Similarly, the low gas densities rule
out the estimated pressure broadening �106�. For the pur-
poses of this approximate model the electrodes are consid-
ered infinite and the discharge is assumed uniform radially. A
partial accounting for the finite electrode radius is the loss of
fast H atoms to the side walls estimated in Sec. IV. In the
following calculation we have neglected the effects of the
finite angular aperture of the optical detection system.

Figure 11 shows a schematic of geometry applicable to
the calculation of Doppler profiles. Part �a� shows the geom-
etry for viewing through the cathode parallel to the applied
electric field, while part �b� shows the geometry for viewing
at right angles to electric field. We consider emission from a
slab of thickness dz along the axis of the drift tube. We
calculate the contribution to the photon flux resulting from
emission by a H�n=3� atom in a wavelength interval d� at a
wavelength shift from line center, ��, while in the slab. We
present details only for excitation by fast H atoms because
the formulas for excitation of H2 by fast H+, H2

+, H3
+, and

H2 particles are essentially the same.
In order to consider a range of angular distributions for

the fast H�n=3� atoms, we assume the excited H atoms leav-

FIG. 10. �Color online� Calculated �curves� and measured
�points� fractional ion fluxes at cathode versus E /N. The solid
curves are calculated for the highest pressures used in the experi-
ments in Ref. �2�, e.g., 0.8 Torr at E /N=350 Td to 0.08 Torr at
E /N=45 kTd. The chain and dotted curves are model results from
Ref. �16�.
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ing the cathode have a normalized angular distribution per
unit solid angle G��� given by

G��� = �1 + b�cos ��b+1�/�2�� �8�

for 0���� /2 and zero for � /2����, where �=0 is di-
rected away from the cathode for reflected H�n=3� atoms
and toward the cathode for H�n=3� approaching the cathode.
Here � is the polar angle and b is a constant. This distribution
changes from a peaked beam along the �=0 direction for b
�1, through a cosine distribution for b=1, to an almost uni-
form distribution for b�1. The calculated angular distribu-
tions for H atoms backscattered from Ni at 450 eV and 4 keV
by Eckstein and Verbeek �64� suggest b=0.6. In Sec. V B,
we will find better fits to experiment using this for H�n=3�
leaving the cathode and a comparably broad angular distri-
bution for the approaching excited atoms. For calculations in
which b�1, the various Qx

yN values of the one-dimensional
kinetics code were multiplied by the reciprocal of an average
of cos���, i.e., 2, to allow for the increased probability of
reaction caused by off-axis motion.

For observations along the axis, we express the velocities
in cylindrical geometry as in Fig. 11�a�. We calculate the
total intensity per unit area of cathode from a slab of thick-
ness dz for a particular vz corresponding to a wavelength
shift ��. It is given by an integral over the rate of production
of excited atoms per unit volume of excited atoms
jA�z ,��QA

H����N times the fraction of the H�n=3� atoms that
radiate A / �A+kqN� times the normalized angular distribution
expressed as a function of the velocity components vz and vr.
Thus, the velocity distribution of the intensity observed par-
allel to the electric field IP�vz� and normalized to the current
density is

IP�vz� = �A/�A + kqN���1 + b��M/e�

z=0

d 

vr=0

vr
max

jA�z,��QA
H����

�Nvz
b�vr/�vr

2 + vz
2��1+b�/2�dvrdz , �9�

where A is the radiative transition probability, kq is the col-
lisional quenching coefficient, and N is the H2 density. The
kinetic energy of the H�n=3� is �=M�vr

2+vz
2� / �2e�, where M

is the mass of the H atom and e is the electronic charge. The
maximum value of the radial component of the excited atom
velocity vr is vr

max=	�2eV0 /M −vz
2�, where V0 is the voltage

between the electrodes.
The integral of Eq. �9� is evaluated using normalized fast

H atom fluxes jA�z ,�� from the procedure of Sec. IV under
the assumption of a discharge uniformly spread over an in-
finite electrode surface. The integral is divided by the column
density d�N to yield an average value per atom. Then one
converts to the wavelength shift using vz=���c /�0, where
�0 is the unperturbed wavelength and c is the speed of light.
A representative photon flux distribution versus �� is shown
in Fig. 12. An integral over this distribution �� yields the
apparent excitation cross section.

The Doppler profile for excited atoms at position z on the
drift-tube axis observed perpendicular �also called trans-
verse� to the electric field is found using rectangular geom-
etry as in Fig. 11�b�. For an observer looking perpendicular
to the electric field, the normalized velocity distribution of
the intensity IT�vz� is

IT�vx� = �A/�A + kqn���1 + b��M/e�

�

vz=0

vmax 

vy=−vmax

vmax

jA�z,��QA
H����

�N�vz
b/�vx

2 + vy
2 + vz

2��1+b�/2�dvzdvy , �10�

where the energy of the fast H atom is �=M�vx
2+vy

2

+vz
2� / �2e�, its maximum velocity is vmax=	�2eV0 /M�,

and V0 is the voltage between the electrodes. One uses vx
=���c /�0 to convert to a wavelength shift.

B. Doppler model example

A representative Doppler profile calculated for viewing
parallel to the electric field is shown in Fig. 12 for E /N
=10 kTd and 0.14 Torr, i.e., the data of Fig. 1 in Ref. �1�. In
part �a� one sees the calculated excitation by fast H atoms
and fast H2 molecules moving toward cathode, the excitation
by reflected fast atoms moving away from cathode, and the
excitation of the line core by electrons and fast neutrals.
Roughly 25% of the integrated central peak or line core
����0.2 nm� is the result of the dissociative excitation of
H2 by H discussed in Sec. III G. Note that on the basis in
Ref. �107�, we have assumed that half of the dissociative
excitation by electrons and all of the dissociative excitation
by H and H2 results in H�n=3� with an effective temperature
of 2.8 eV. The narrow portion of the profile attributed to
electron excitation is plotted with a width roughly equal to
the full spread of the Stark components. The contributions
resulting from excitation by H+, H2

+, and H3
+ are too small

to show. The use of our earlier �42� recommended cross sec-

FIG. 11. Schematic of geometry applicable to calculation of
Doppler profiles. �a� Geometry for viewing along electric field of
discharge. �b� Geometry for viewing at right angles to electric field
of discharge.
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tion for H� excitation by H2 increases the predicted emission
for wavelength shifts between −0.5 and 0.0 nm by about a
factor of 3 and appears contrary to experiment.

The peak of the component of the Doppler profile attrib-
uted to reflected H atoms in Fig. 12 is larger than that pro-
duced by the particles approaching the cathode because of
the larger spatial extent of the emission by reflected atoms as
shown in Fig. 7�b�. The reflected atom component peaks at
smaller �� than for the approaching portion because of the
lower energies of the reflected H atoms. For the conditions of
this profile, the integrated intensity calculated for the com-
ponent of the H� profile excited by electrons is significantly
smaller than the contributions of heavy-particle excitation, as
is also evident from the spatial distributions shown in Fig. 7.

The solid red curve for negative �� shows the excitation
by fast H and H2 approaching the cathode calculated assum-
ing that these particles have a diffuse angular distribution,

i.e., b=1 or a half width at half maximum �HWHM� of 60°.
According to our assumed collisional excitation models, the
nonisotropic component of the velocity distribution of the
H�n=3� atoms produced by fast atoms and molecules is the
same as that of the incident atom or molecule. This causes
the excitation by H2 to appear much closer to line center than
the excitation by H atoms. The dotted-dashed olive curve for
negative �� shows this sum calculated when these particles
have a more beamlike �b=100 or HWHM=6.7°� angular dis-
tribution. The solid red curve for positive �� shows the ex-
citation by fast H leaving the cathode calculated assuming
b=0.6. The dashed-dotted olive curve at positive �� shows
the component produced by reflected H atoms assuming the
beamlike angular distribution �b=100�.

In Fig. 12�b� we compare the sums of the components of
Fig. 12�a�, i.e., the calculated total H� profiles, with the mea-
sured relative Doppler profile from Fig. 1 in Ref. �1� for a
AuPd cathode. The experimental data are scaled in magni-
tude to fit the calculation. This signal is very noisy because
of the very small power radiated at H� by the low-current
discharge, e.g., �4�10−4 W. The calculated sums of the
components have been folded into a triangular function with
a full width half maximum �FWHM� of 0.2 nm to simulate
the instrument function. As indicated in Sec. III J, our choice
of a lower dissociative excitation cross section at low ener-
gies for H2+H2 collisions reduces the discrepancy between
the calculated and measured profiles at ���−0.3 nm by
about 1/2. In view of the poor signal to noise ratio, this is a
tentative argument.

In Fig. 12�b�, we also show the effect of changes in the
assumed angular distribution of H�n=3� atoms excited by
fast H atoms approaching the cathode. A considerable im-
provement in agreement with experiment results from the
assumption of a distribution given by Eq. �8� with b=1, as
compared to the result with b=100. This somewhat surpris-
ing improvement has led us to adopt b=1 as our “standard”
model for H�n=3� atoms approaching the cathode along with
b=0.6 for H�n=3� atoms leaving the cathode. Obviously,
there is a need for a more exact kinetics model, including the
application of the largely unknown energy-dependent differ-
ential scattering cross sections for collisions of H, H+, H2

+,
H3

+, and H2 with H2 and collisions with the wall.
We recognize that our choice of a diffuse angular distri-

bution is not a unique solution to fitting the low velocity
portion of the H� Doppler profile. An example of an alternate
hypothesis is that our model results in a deficiency of low
energy H�n=3� atoms, as suggested by the comparison of
calculated and measured ion energy distributions for H+ in
Fig. 9. An argument for the approximate validity of our stan-
dard model for our range of pressure and electrode separa-
tions is the totality of the agreement between the model and
experiment. For example, if the energy distributions for
H�n=3� and its precursors were lowered to energies nearer
the excitation threshold, the agreement of the model and ex-
periment for the absolute excitation cross sections shown in
Figs. 7 and 8 would be expected to fail.

VI. NEAR-UV CONTINUUM OF H2

In this section we apply the model of the present paper to
the determination of the cross section for excitation of the

FIG. 12. �Color online� H� Doppler profiles versus wavelength
shift viewed along the electric field for E /N=10 kTd and 0.14 Torr.
The upper scale is the H�n=3� axial energy corresponding to the
Doppler shift. �a� Components of calculated H� Doppler profile for
AuPd cathode. The solid �red� curves show the contributions of fast
H and H2 with assumed diffuse �see text� angular distributions for
H�n=3� atoms approaching �negative shifts� and leaving the cath-
ode �positive shifts�. The single-link chain �green� curves show the
calculated emission for beamlike angular distributions. �b� Experi-
mental profile for AuPd cathode �points� and calculated profiles
�solid curves� for assumed diffuse and beamlike angular distribu-
tions. These calculated curves have been folded into the experimen-
tal instrument function of 0.2 nm FWHM.
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near-uv continuum shown in Fig. 5. Figure 10 in Ref. �2�
shows comparisons of calculated and measured spatial dis-
tributions of H2 near-uv continuum emission for E /N from
300 Td to 10 kTd obtained using the ion and fast atom model
developed in this paper. The variation in the heavy particle
and electron excitation portions of the continuum excitation
with position, pressure, and E /N are qualitatively similar to
that for the H� excitation �2�. Collisional quenching is small
��10%� for our pressures �108,109�. Our proposed cross
section QA

uv for the excitation of the H2�a3�� state and its
near-uv continuum by fast H atoms is adjusted to fit these
data and is shown in Fig. 5. We note that at energies below a
few hundred eV, this excitation cross section is much larger
than that for the excitation of H� by H atoms. We have not
found published cross sections for the excitation of this con-
tinuum by hydrogen ions, atoms, or molecules.

VII. DISCUSSION

This paper recommends and tests against experiment a set
of heavy-particle collision and reaction cross sections for use
in modeling discharges in weakly ionized H2. The compari-
sons of model predictions with experiment are particularly
sensitive to cross sections in the energy range from a fraction
of an eV to several hundred eV. In addition to the reaction
cross sections for the various ions, our analysis brings out the
importance of the cross sections for ion, atom, and molecule
momentum transfer and the resultant energy loss by target
recoil at low energies. For the higher energies, inelastic en-
ergy loss to excitation and ionization dominates. In the case
of momentum transfer collisions by H+, we merge low en-
ergy theory and higher energy experiment, but for H3

+ at
high energies we have only the scaling of the H+ momentum
transfer cross sections as a guide. The behavior of H2

+ is
dominated by H3

+ formation at energies below about 10 eV
and by symmetric charge transfer at higher energies.

The comparisons of calculated and measured spatial pro-
files presented in this paper have allowed us to estimate sev-
eral unknown or poorly known cross sections. Thus, we ob-
tained reasonable fits to the measured heavy-particle
excitation of H� at E /N=350 Td by scaling data from beam
experiments for similar excitation processes so as to reduce
the low energy portions of the H� excitation cross sections in
H2

++H2 and H++H2 collisions compared to those in Ref.
�42�. On the other hand, fitting the measured near-uv con-
tinuum of H2 yielded a surprisingly large excitation cross
section in H+H2 collisions at low energies. Cross sections
for the breakup of H3

+ in collisions with H2 are updated from
our earlier compilation �42�. In the sequence leading to H�

excitation in H2+H2 collisions, it is necessary to estimate
several cross sections. Obviously, direct measurements of
such unknown or poorly known cross sections are desirable.
Preliminary models �110� that take into account the angular
scattering are in need of realistic differential scattering data.
The comparison of experiment with our model in this paper
also points to the need for the use of better models �111,112�
of electron behavior at very high E /N.

Our model shows that for electron-produced weakly ion-
ized hydrogen discharges in a uniform electric field there is a

transition of the dominant ion at the cathode from H3
+ at low

E /N to H+ at intermediate E /N and to H2
+ at the highest

E /N. Heavy-particle excitation of H� and of the near-uv con-
tinuum of H2 is found to be dominated by fast H atoms
produced by charge transfer from H+. The model predicts
some H� excitation by fast H2 at high E /N. Excitation by
ions is calculated to be small for all of our conditions. We
have also shown that the prediction of the model of H� ex-
citation by fast ground state H atoms leaving the cathode is
in much better agreement with experiment than in a model in
which the excited H atoms are produced at the cathode sur-
face.

We are unable to obtain good agreement with published
ion-flux energy distributions or with energy-integrated fluxes
for H+ and H3

+, although the agreement for H2
+ is satisfac-

tory. One possibility is that the direct measurements of ion
energy distributions are more reliable when the angular dis-
tribution of the ions is more forward peaked as the result of
nearly complete energy loss on collision, as occurs with large
cross sections for symmetric charge transfer collisions of H2

+

with H2. Thus, the persistence of the projectile velocity may
make the ion optics less reliable. Our attempts to improve the
agreement between the model and experiment by adding
large energy losses for H+ and H3

+ to the model do not look
promising.

The model presented in this paper is greatly simplified
with respect to the Boltzmann equation used to describe the
charged and neutral particle reactions and their transport and
with respect to the computational techniques used to solve
the Boltzmann equations. These approximations allowed the
author to concentrate on improving the reaction and transport
cross sections and on comparison of model predictions with
experiment. The generation and inclusion of differential scat-
tering cross sections and the use of better computational ap-
proaches are essential to the improvement of future models.
The comparisons of our model to Doppler profile experi-
ments �3� provide evidence that our beam model underesti-
mates the effects of angular scattering in heavy-particle col-
lisions with H2. Thus, the shape of the wing of the Doppler
profile corresponding to fast atoms approaching the cathode
agrees much better with experiment when a broad angular
distribution is assumed for the fast excited atoms. Evidence
that we are justified in separating the components approach-
ing and leaving the cathode, i.e., that the angular distribution
is far from isotropic, is the asymmetry in the Doppler profile
for both the AuPd and graphite cathodes �3�.

The model considerations of this paper suggest several
experiments. One is the use of a drift tube with a highly
transparent cathode, such as the grid electrode used with Ar
�113�. This will greatly reduce the emission caused by re-
flected H atoms and enable a more careful study of H� and
H2 near-uv buildup with distance from the anode. With a
sufficiently small reflected H atom signal, it may be possible
to observe the increase with pressure and particle scattering
of a component of the H� Doppler profile caused by H�n
=3� atoms moving opposite the direction of electric field
acceleration. Second, the behavior of ions injected into a
region with no electric field or a low electric field beyond the
cathode would simulate more closely the excitation condi-
tions proposed for planetary aurora �45–48�, although miss-
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ing the effects caused by collisions with atomic H. An addi-
tional possibility is a drift tube with a double grid for an
anode, biased such that the electrons reaching the anode are
stopped, allowing the H atoms reflected from the anode to
enter a field free region. The presence and attenuation of H�

emission from H+H2 collisions would test further the
present model in the energy range not covered by beam ex-
periments �60�. Another improvement in the drift-tube ex-
periment would be to apply an axial magnetic field to reduce
the suggested radial losses of electrons and improve the ap-
proximation to a one-dimensional experiment.

Measurements and simplified models of excitation by fast
atoms and/or molecules at high E /N have now been pub-
lished for low-current discharges in N2 �88�, Ar �102,113�,
He �114�, and now in H2. The magnitude of the fast particle
excitation of H� varies drastically with the cross sections for
charge transfer and excitation by the various ions, atoms, and
molecules �115�.

We have briefly applied variations in this simplified
model to several other experimental configurations. Applica-
tion to moderate current density cathode fall experiments
�30� yields H� Doppler profiles, including the central core
and both wings, and spatial distributions in rather good
agreement with measurements using a copper cathode �29�.
Unpublished application to a simplified model of electro-
static inertial confinement configurations leads to our sugges-
tion that if the degree of H2 dissociation is as small as usu-
ally assumed, the excitation of H� by fast H atoms is more
important than excitation by H+ ions �33,34�. Our cross sec-
tions are expected to be applicable to models of emission
from the auroras of the outer planets �31,32� and to models
of fusion edge plasmas �50�. The quantitative successes of
the present model of H� emission from dc discharges support
our previous criticism �35� of the interpretations of H� pro-
duction and line broadening observations from discharges
that have been cited �37,38� as evidence for the production of
hydrinos in a “resonance transfer” process. Basically, we
claim that many of the dc and rf experiments of Mills and
collaborators �37,38� do not definitively separate the points
of origin of the H� emission relative to the regions of low
and high electric fields.
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APPENDIX A: ELECTRON RATE COEFFICIENTS

In the present model we are primarily concerned with the
ions and excited states produced by electrons and not with
improved modeling the behavior of the electrons themselves.
We therefore use a very simple fluid model in which the
electrons leaving the cathode ionize and excite the H2 at a
constant rate after passing through a nonequilibrium region

�5�. The quasiequilibrium ionization and excitation coeffi-
cients are presented as analytical expressions chosen to be
consistent with the experiments presented in Ref. �2� as a
whole rather than with individual experiments. This distinc-
tion arises from the fact that by adjusting the electron ion-
ization and excitation coefficients used to model individual
experiment, the fits of calculated to measured spatial distri-
butions of emission can often be noticeably improved. We do
not test for consistency between the ionization coefficients
versus E /N, the Nd values, and the secondary electron yields
at the cathode that are required for discharge maintenance in
the very-low current or Townsend mode �5,9,116�. For com-
parison purposes, the ionization and excitation coefficients
are calculated using the two-term Boltzmann equation with
traditional electron-H2 cross-section sets �52,53�. We have
not tested for consistency with recent cross-section compila-
tions �117,118�. Except as noted for our highest E /N, we
assume that the effects of electron reflection from the graph-
ite anode can be neglected �88�.

Excitation and ionization coefficients for electrons in H2
are shown in Fig. 13. Our empirical fit to theory and experi-
ment for the spatial �Townsend� ionization coefficient �i nor-
malized to the gas density N is

�i/N = 1.0 � 10−20 exp�− 405/�E/N��/��1

+ ��E/N�/1000�3�0.145� , �A1�

where �i /N is in m2 and E /N is in Td. At E /N�300 Td, our
fit agrees with the Boltzmann equation results �52,53�. It
should be kept in mind that we when we use the Townsend
avalanche model at our higher E /N we are extrapolating the
utility of the spatial ionization coefficient and the associated
“local-field” model to higher E /N values than is usually con-
sidered valid �112,119�. Monte Carlo calculations
�111,112,120� show an approximately exponential growth of
electron current but only extend to E /N=3 kTd. Our choice
for the empirical ionization coefficient is consistent with un-
published measurements of current growth �4,120�. At the

FIG. 13. �Color online� Excitation and ionization coefficients for
electrons in H2. The points attributed to Refs. �124,125� show rela-
tive excitation coefficients.
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very highest E /N, �i /N has been chosen so as to increase the
ion production and the resultant H� signal shown in Fig. 3 in
Ref. �2�. We have taken the spatial ionization coefficient for
the production of H+ from theory and electron beam mea-
surements �121�, where it is �7% of that for H2

+. From Fig.
13, an obvious concern is the tendency of the H� emission
experiments at our higher E /N to yield lower ionization co-
efficients than determined by other techniques.

Our empirical fit to the normalized spatial �Townsend�
excitation coefficient �x /N for the production of H� by elec-
trons shown by the solid curve of Fig. 13 is

�x/N = „2.75 � 10−22 exp�− 400/�E/N�� − 1.88 � 10−22

�exp�− �800/�E/N���… , �A2�

where �x /N is in m2. Here we note that our use of the Bolt-
zmann equation result �52,53� for calibration of the H� emis-
sion is in a range of E /N where the local-field model works
well �119,122�. At E /N�500 Td, our fitted excitation coef-
ficient agrees with more recent experiments �39� but not with

older data �123� �not shown�. At our highest E /N, Eq. �A2� is
chosen to fit the electron-dominated emission data near the
anode at the low pressures shown in Ref. �2�. This procedure
leads to an unexpected and unexplained slow variation in the
effective excitation coefficient with E /N. These choices have
no effect on the calibration procedure in Ref. �2� at low E /N.
As for ionization, we have no firm explanation for the large
spread in H� excitation coefficients shown in Fig. 13.

Figure 13 also shows the electron excitation coefficient
�uv /N for the near-uv continuum of H2. For E /N�100 Td
the analytic fit is based on calculations using the two-term
Boltzmann equation. In this calculation, we neglect cascad-
ing from higher triplet states of H2 and use the electron ex-
citation cross section in Refs. �52,53�. The calculated varia-
tion for E /N�500 Td is consistent with the relative
measurements �124,125� shown. For E /N�300 Td our em-
pirical fit is adjusted primarily to fit the relative spatial dis-
tributions in Ref. �2�. It becomes significantly lower than the
results of Stojanović et al. �126� at the higher E /N. Our fit is

�uv/N = �3.3 � 10−19 exp�− 330/�E/N��/�1 + �E/N�/25�2�1 + �E/N�/315� for E/N � 300 Td

1.35 � 10−21/�1 + ��E/N�/500�3�0.5 for E/N � 300 Td.
 �A3�

In our model of the nonequilibrium region near the cath-
ode, we adopt the common approximation �5� that after elec-
trons from the cathode traverse a voltage Vc the effective
ionization coefficient is constant. Our assumed voltage is
Vc=26−11�1−exp�−�500 / �E /N��2�� V for E /N in Td and is
based on experiments �116� and Monte Carlo results �112�.
Current-growth experiments with this drift tube suggest
larger values �4�. The assumed voltage traversed prior to ex-
citation, i.e., 18 V, is consistent with known vertical excita-
tion potentials for H2 and with spatial scans H� of emission
at low pressures as reported in Ref. �2�.

The magnitudes of the predicted spatially dependent ex-
citation by ions and fast atoms at low and moderate E /N are
rather weakly dependent on the effective ionization coeffi-
cient. This is understood by noting that when the multiplica-
tion is large compared to unity, as in Fig. 8, approximately
one ion is produced in the gap per electron reaching the
anode. Increasing the ionization coefficient causes the ions to
be produced closer to the anode and results in relatively
small changes in the effective length of the drift tube. As a
result, the magnitude of the pronounced minimum in the ob-
served H� excitation versus distance is determined largely by
the electron induced H� excitation. This electron induced
component near midgap is exponentially sensitive to the
value of the ionization coefficient, with a smaller ionization
coefficient leading to a larger minimum in the normalized H�

signal.
The effect of changes in the assumed ionization coeffi-

cient �i /N on the spatially dependent H� emission is rather
different at high E /N and the accompanying low pressures,

where few ions are produced per unit total current. Under
these conditions, the ion production and apparent cross sec-
tion for H� production is approximately proportional to the
assumed �i /N. The existence of a steady-state discharge with
such a low electron multiplication implies a large effective
secondary electron yield �9,21�.

APPENDIX B: H� EMISSION NEAR CATHODE

In this appendix we are concerned with the effect of the
finite radiative lifetime of the H�n=3� atoms on the spatial
distribution of the H� emission that results from heavy-
particle collisions. We explore this question using an ap-
proximate fluid model with sources representing production
of H�n=3� atoms at the cathode and production in gas phase
collisions. The one-dimensional steady-state rate equation
for the excited H atom density nX�z� is then

vzdnX�z,��/dz = − AnX�z,�� − kqNnX�z,�� + jR���QA
H����N ,

�B1�

where jR is flux of H atoms leaving the cathode, z is the
distance from the cathode parallel to the electric field, and
vz=cos �	�2e� /M� is the z component of the reflected fast
H�n=3� atom velocity traveling at an angle � relative to the
discharge axis for a H atom of mass M and energy � in eV.
The effective radiative transition probability A for the H�n
=3� state is assumed to be 108 s−1 in the presence of strong
level mixing by the applied electric field �85�. The effective
rate coefficient for collisional quenching kq is assumed to
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have the energy independent value of 5�10−15 m3 s−1 found
in Sec. IVA in Ref. �2�. The cross section QA

H���� for excita-
tion of H� in collisions of fast H with H2 is that given in Fig.
5. Angular scattering and loss of ground state H atoms are
neglected for the short distance times pressure involved.

The solution to Eq. �B1� is

nX�z,�� = nX�0,��exp�− z/z0�

+ jR���QA
H����N/�A + kqN��1 − exp�− z/z0�� ,

�B2�

where z0=vz / �A+kqN�. The first term represents the excita-
tion of H� as the result of collisions of fast H or H+ with the
cathode surface such that nX�0,��=�ieiji /vz, where the ji are
the fluxes of Sec. IV A. The surface excitation efficiencies ei
for H� are expected to be smaller than those measured �127�

for H+ excitation of Lyman �, i.e., �10−3. For the conditions
of Fig. 7, application of Eq. �B2� means that the maximum
value of the first term is less than about 10% of the second.
The decay and/or buildup of H� emission with a character-
istic distance z0�1 mm predicted by Eq. �B2� would be
very difficult to detect in the presence of electron-
nonequilibrium and finite-spatial-resolution effects near the
cathode and the noise in the signal. These estimated magni-
tudes are verified by extending the numerical analysis of Sec.
IV A to include an equation similar to Eq. �6� for the H�n
=3� excited state flux. As argued in Ref. �1�, extension of
these models to glow discharges �30� leads to inconsistencies
with the proposal by Barbeau and Jolly �12� that their ob-
served H� intensity from H�n=3� leaving the cathode results
from excited atom production at the cathode surface and sub-
sequent radiative and collisional destruction.
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